DAILY GROMMET ANNOUNCES SERIES B FUNDING
LED BY JAPANESE E-COMMERCE COMPANY, RAKUTEN
Investment Builds on Both Companies’ Missions to Empower Small to Medium Businesses to
Connect Directly with Consumers via Discovery Shopping and Personal Interactions
Lexington, MA; September 17, 2012 – Daily Grommet, an online shopping site and marketing platform for
innovative and undiscovered products, today announces a round of Series B funding led by Rakuten, one of the
world’s largest online marketplaces. Daily Grommet plans to use the capital to further expand its highly curated ecommerce site and product launch platform.
Together, the companies provide significant benefits to one another, as Daily Grommet will allow Rakuten to
advance its sourcing, curation, and storytelling capabilities and deepen consumer connections to its merchant
partners. Daily Grommet has gained a large and influential following because of its proven ability to expertly
source and vet high potential unknown products. Since its launch in 2008, over 1,000 products and emerging
companies have been featured on DailyGrommet.com, many of which have become household names. The
company’s “Citizen Commerce” movement creates connections between inventors and consumers, by enabling
product purchases that express powerful contemporary values around sustainability, quality, technology and
social enterprise.
“Tens of thousands of new products are launched in the U.S. every year, so it’s not hard to believe that many go
unnoticed or are simply hard to find,” said Jules Pieri, co-founder and CEO of Daily Grommet. “Our goal is to
bridge the gap between traditional marketing and e-commerce by connecting inventors and undiscovered
companies with consumers. Their stories are heroic and inspiring and we succeed at leveling the playing field, so
the best products and companies can win, not just the biggest ones. Championing the independent creator builds
great trust within our community. Working with Rakuten, with its longstanding empowerment mission, will allow
both of our businesses to share knowledge and collaborate on product discovery, disrupting and improving the
tired old ways of launching products.”
Daily Grommet, with its online editorial and video capability, showcasing the story around a particular product, has
already been proven complementary to Rakuten’s Buy.com site, as the two have worked together to help expand
Daily Grommet’s reach.
Daily Grommet began using Pinterest in mid-2011 as an extension of its community sourcing for high-quality
Grommet submissions. Usage of the “Finds YOU want to see featured on Daily Grommet” Pinboard continues to
rise rapidly and consistently represents one of Daily Grommet's top referral sources. In May 2012 Rakuten led a
strategic round of investment in Pinterest.
“Our investment in Daily Grommet supports our overall global strategy of creating an enhanced consumer
experience in e-commerce,” said Hiroshi Mikitani, CEO of Rakuten. “Particularly in light of our recent Pinterest
investment, we’re excited to be working with a company that shares our view of curating new, innovative and
unique products across the web and the world. Daily Grommet is a perfect fit with the Rakuten family, as its team
has shown great vision and passion for launching undiscovered products and companies. Our core business
model of empowering merchants aligns perfectly with the goals and vision of Daily Grommet.”

###
About Daily Grommet
Daily Grommet is a highly curated online,marketplace and launch platform for products of great utility, style or
invention that haven’t hit the big-time yet. Daily Grommet seeks out these unique products, carefully tests them,
and produces a video review of each one telling the story behind its creation.

Daily Grommet is rooted in the philosophy of Citizen Commerce whereby regular people form the commerce
experience by suggesting products that reflect their values and interests. Citizen Commerce turns the typical top
down retailer approach sideways, encourages global product innovation from small producers, and satisfies the
consumer’s need to know the stories behind and origins of favorite products. For more information, visit
www.DailyGrommet.com.
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